
Song, Rhyme
and Story

Setting the Foundations for
Literacy



 

Language-based
socially acquired
involve learning that is both cognitive &
social-emotional

Pre-literacy skills are:



"A focus on these
foundations
throughout all
aspects of early years
programs ensures
optimal learning and
healthy
development."
         - How Does Learning Happen? Ontario's     
          Pedagogy for the Early Years 



listen to and
interact with
stories

build spoken
language by
talking, listening
(and singing)

gain a deeper
understanding of
the sounds of
spoken language

learn about print
and books

learn about
letters of the
alphabet

To become skilled, confident
readers, young children need

many opportunities to:





Phonemic Awareness
is noticing that
speech is built from
sounds.







Rhyme: promotes the development of
phonological awareness as
children analyze word segments

helps children to group and
categorize words together through
the sounds of spoken language

sets the stage for children to see
the link between the rhyming
connections they hear and the 
 patterns of letter strings that
represent these similar sound
patterns

Rhymers are Readers



"When we help children
tap into their musical
intelligence, we liberate
them to make music and
add beauty to their
personal and shared
worlds."



"Words are meanings; words
open doors; words have
power; words are personal;
words are humorous; words
tell us what we are. 
Words are ribbons of the
future, and words set to
music lead us there."
K.M. Bayless - Music: A way of life for the young child.



Music
rhythm
rhyme
repetition
syllabication
phonemic awareness
phonological awareness
phonological memory
oral language development
abstract thinking
development of mental pictures
joy, engagement, community, creativity, connection



Vocabulary and language
development, along with 
 comprehension, are firmly rooted in
early childhood, and those rich,
engaging and meaningful interactions
between a child and an adult.



builds vocabulary and language
introduces early concepts of print
develops comprehension
reinforces sequencing
instills a love of reading
promotes relationship and
connection

Book sharing:




